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Abstract
The use of VTOLs in urban areas is a revolution due to their speed, duration and altitude of ﬂights as well as the overﬂight
of populated areas. This revolution will require the adaptation of the air policing in its assistance, safety and sovereignty
missions. We believe that even with the reinforcement of security measures on the ground, there will always be a need
for air policing.Indeed, technical security will have its limits because no system is inviolable. The success of VTOLs will
conversely push towards a liberalization similar to that of leisure and recreational aviation or heliports.The risk of misuse
will be ampliﬁed by the ease of use of VTOLs without the technicality of piloting. New users not acculturated to aeronautics
and its rules will therefore have access to VTOLs and will develop new and sometimes malicious uses. Consequently,
the air policing will need capabilities adapted to VTOL for ﬂight monitoring, radio interrogation of the pilot or remote pilot,
interception, escort or boarding.
How can we pragmatically adapt to the new VTOL segment ? It is necessary to analyze the risks by phase and to take into
account the parameters that have evolved:
• nomadic or planned take-off zones ?
• very slow speed and revolutionary endurance ?
• need for ﬂight assistance ?
• freedom of trajectory and need for in-ﬂight control ?
• how to enforce the coercive measures ?
• beyond the question of the presence or not of the pilot, who will have to embody and assume the responsibilities of
the captain (as on board a ship or a plane) ?
• is it a change of air paradigm (like supermarkets without cash registers)?
• An open discussion with the designers and future users, but the answer maybe in the deﬁnition of the future
VTOL-Police.

